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How to Play

Make sure you click "Shuffle".
In "Options", select "Answer with definition".
Clicking the flashcard with turn over for more information and some will even
read the card to you with audio. 
Select the arrows to move to the next call.
To play again, select "Options" and "Start Over"

This game was created for individuals living with brain injury to learn the risks of
falling and how to prevent falls after injury. You can play this as a group or
individually at home! With a group, read through the word sheet in order, random
order, or cut out the words to pick out of a bowl. For a random order caller, you
can also visit: https://quizlet.com/509769374/flashcards.

Before you Start

Make sure you have you Bingo Cards printed out or electronically. You might
want something to mark the answers physically (chips, markers, etc.) or using
your computer (i.e. paint, screen clipping tool, etc.).  If you don't have bingo
chips, any small item such as buttons, coins, colored pasta, or dried beans will
work.

Decide if you want to do prizes for the winners or bragging rights.

Determine how you are planning to call out the words:  online or cutting them out
and putting them into a bowl. Then designate a bingo caller (if one) and decide
on the winning patterns (if specifying). 

If you plan to play a virtual game, identify a platform to use that works best for
your family and friends.



How to Win

The real winner lives falls-free! The winner of the game covers 5 spaces on their
board diagonally (see below on the left) or straight across on any of the horizontal
or vertical spaces (below on the right). Feel free to make specific winning boards
for each round to make it harder (for example, only diagonals or only the four
corners to win).

Playing the Game

Bingo caller announces the way to win and pulls one word at a time from the
bowl. Caller reads the word and fall prevention fact out loud. Caller sets aside
the pulled words until the end of each game.
 Players mark each called word on their card.
 Player yells "BINGO" when winning pattern is reached.
 Caller confirms bingo with the pulled words and gives out prize (optional).
 Refold pulled words, return to bowl, and mix papers. Play again!
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Why Play?

One out of five falls causes a serious injury such as broken bones or a head
injury.
Over 800,000 patients a year are hospitalized because of a fall injury, most
often because of a head injury or hip fracture.
Falls are the most common cause of traumatic brain injuries (TBI).

In 2014, falls accounted for almost half (48%) of all TBI-related emergency
department visits. Falls disproportionately affect children and older
adults:

In 2015, the total medical costs for falls totaled more than $50 billion.
Medicare and Medicaid shouldered 75% of these costs.

Fifty percent of the people who experience stroke are at risk for falling.
50-60% of injuries reported in people with Intellectual Developmental
Disability (I/DD) are due to falls.
Injury due to falls represents one of the leading causes of liability claims
against group homes and other care providers.
Approximately 30-65% of survivors of traumatic brain injury report
disequilibrium or dizziness in sitting or standing, which affect activities of
daily living and mobility.

Falls are all around us, happening when we least suspect it. No one wakes up in
the morning, anticipating a fall. Most falls likely have little to no serious
consequences, making them seem like no big deal. However, just as quickly as
falls happen, so too can a traumatic brain injury, or TBI. Individuals living with
brain injury are at an increased risk of sustaining an additional brain injury -
potentially making any current challenges worse. Knowing what risk factors are
out there and how you can prevent falls in your life, is the first step to safety.

According to the CDC,

For people living with disabilities,
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https://www.cdc.gov/traumaticbraininjury/get_the_facts.html
https://www.cdc.gov/homeandrecreationalsafety/falls/adultfalls.html
https://www.aucd.org/docs/webinars/AUCD%20Policy%20to%20Practice_Falls%20and%20ID.pdf


Stopping Falls in their TRACKS

falls risks
medications
assistive technology
mobility aids
eyewear or hearing devices
proper nutrition and hydration
the best footwear

Anything on the ground that could lead to falls:
clutter (children's toys, boxes, clothes, blankets,
etc.)
unsecured rugs or carpet
long cords
broken/uneven flooring or steps, etc. 

Also try to avoid carrying heavy loads or multitasking
when moving

things should be easy to access and use such as:
lighting
grab bars
organization
elevated seating
stair railings
ramps
secured bathroom rugs (to reduce excess water),
and more!

TALK to your doctor or other trusted professional about
your:

REMOVE hazards around your home and workplace

ADD space modifications to enhance safety
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Stopping Falls in their Tracks

Available to increase:
strength
balance
coordination

Examples:
Tai Chi
Strength Training
Yoga
and more!

annual physicals
eye/hearing exams
prescription medications

Some medication side effects may put someone at
greater falling risk.
Keep track of any new symptoms

and experience any loss of consciousness or
concussion symptoms such as:

headache
ringing of the ears
distortion/changes in vision
dizziness
trouble balancing
fatigue
overstimulation
confusion or change in memory

CONNECT with falls prevention or exercise programs

KEEP up with medical appointments such as:

SEEK medical attention if you hit your head
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Resources

Free Falls Checkup (National Council on Aging)
Mayo Clinic Falls Prevention
Falls Safety Checklist (CDC)
STEADI Resources
Medication Risk Resources (CDC)
Falls Prevention Resources (Stop Falls)
Fall Prevention Program Guidelines (CDC)
Evidence-Based Falls Prevention Programs (NCOA)
North Carolina Falls Prevention Coalition
Healthy Aging NC
Healthy Eating
Choose My Plate
Hydration
Balance Problems after Brain Injury (Model Systems Knowledge Translation
Center)
MSKTC TBI Factsheets
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